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liniLED® System
The liniLED® System is a concept which consists of high quality, flexible 
LED strips (IP20, IP40, IP68), stainless steel walkover and drive over lighting 
fixtures (IP68), LED based handrails (stainless steel, IP40/IP65) and various 
accessories. We complement the liniLED® System by offering the possibility 
to complete your lighting system with a (customised) lighting control 
solution. Due to the high quality, innovative technology and smart design, 
the liniLED® System is ideal for high end projects in various sectors, such as: 
maritime, architecture, infrastructure, construction, health and the 
entertainment industry. In other words: one stop shopping for all your projects! 

liniLED® Lighting Control System
The liniLED® Lighting Control System is an intelligent network based lighting 
control solution. It incorporates communication between various system 
inputs and outputs, related to lighting control with the use of one or more 
central computing devices. These devices may include relays, occupancy 
sensors, photocells, light control switches or touch screens and signals from 
other building systems. See pages 12-15 for examples.

Where/when do I use the Lighting Control System?
The liniLED® Lighting Control System can be used for both indoor and 
outdoor lighting of commercial, industrial and residential spaces. Whether 
the lighting control system has to be integrated into an existing 
environment (light switch on the wall) or as part of emergency lighting 
(integrating with a building management system), there’s always a 
(customised) liniLED® solution available. 

- Airports, Train & Metro stations Emergency lighting
- Theatres & Cinemas Interactive lighting applications
- Hotels & Offices Daylight control
- Hospitals & Health industry Presence detection
- Sport & Concert stadiums Automated time triggered programs/events
- Universities & High schools Home automation/building management

Double Dutch
Our Lighting Control Department makes it possible to create the best 
possible lighting control solution for your project. Due to many years of 
experience, knowledge and expertise, we can create control solutions 
with sensors, switches, interfaces and integration in Building Management 
Systems. In addition to computer systems and media players, it’s even 
possible to obtain custom made applications and user interfaces (wired 
or wireless). Strictly using hardware of Visual Productions, a leading Dutch 
manufacturer of software and hardware technology, we guarantee the 
best possible lighting control results of the highest quality. 
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Why choose the liniLED® Lighting Control System?

1. Absolute Control 
The liniLED® Lighting Control System serves to provide the right amount of 
light where and when it’s needed. The system can also be integrated with the 
present Light and/or Building Management Systems (e.g. Crestron, Lutron, 
KNX, etc.). In fact, in combination with the liniLED® Lighting Control System, 
the present Light and/or Building Management System can be simplified, 
optimised and/or upgraded.

2. User friendly 
From a single user interface device, individual lights and/or groups can be 
controlled easily. You can use a wide variety of control protocols 
simultaneously to control the system e.g. simple button controls, 1-10 V, DMX, 
DALI and various network protocols. You can even integrate external triggers 
and sensors.

3. Wireless control
Wireless lighting control systems provide many additional benefits. Besides 
reducing installation costs and having the freedom of placing switches and 
control gear wherever you like, you can control the system with a 
multiplatform e.g. smartphones and tablets (iOS, Android, Windows). In 
addition, we’ll make sure that you’ll get a customised, easy to use and 
intuitive user interface for mobile devices.

4. Energy efficient
The reduced energy consumption is one of the major benefits of an 
intelligent lighting control system. In combination with a LED based lighting 
system, the liniLED® Lighting Control System ensures a sustainable lighting 
solution. 

5. Optimization of the liniLED® System
In combination with the liniLED® Lighting Control Solution, you can create 
a virtually endless amount of possibilities in terms of design, creativity and 
even safety.

6. Tailor made solutions
We understand the importance of custom made solutions. It is what makes 
us unique in the (LED) lighting industry. For instance, we are specialised in 
complex, dynamic lighting programs/applications.

Where do I start?
1. Send your request to info@liniLED.com.
2. You will receive a form, which has to be completed with your (basic) 

requirements. 
3. After receiving the completed form, you will receive an estimated 

quotation. 
4. When agreed, the Lighting Control Department starts the engineering

and design process of the user interface. After programming, the 
liniLED® Lighting Control System can be delivered as a ‘plug and play’ 
system or can be implemented locally. 
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CueCore2
The CueCore2 is a 1,024 DMX channel lighting controller for 
permanent installations. The device is completely solidstate, 
with no moving parts; it is an extremely secure and low 
maintenance installation control solution that only has a 
minimal power consumption. All operating and programming 
is done through its dynamic web interface.

Stand-Alone Playback 
Simultaneous playback of dynamic DMX shows or static lighting 
scenes. They can be recorded from DMX, Art-Net, sACN.

Show Control
Events can be triggered via weekdays, date, time, sunrise, sunset, 
DMX, Art-Net, MIDI, and various network protocols.

MIDI 
MIDI IN and OUT ports. Incoming MIDI messages can be used to 
trigger any function within the CueCore2 or be translated e.g. to 
DMX. 

Time-Code 
Trigger events or synchronise playback by timecode. The CueCore2 
can also act as time-code master or convert between SMPTE and 
MTC. 

GPI 
The CueCore2 features 4 GPI ports, which can be individually 
configured to analog or digital. These contacts can trigger any 
event within the CueCore2. The GPIs can be expanded by adding 
an IoCore. 

Product overview

QuadCore
The QuadCore is a solid-state lighting controller that features 
2,048 DMX channels across 4 DMX outputs. The onboard flash 
memory allows for storing DMX shows. The QuadCore includes 
a 4-universe license of CueluxPro. Larger universe numbers 
are achieved by stacking more QuadCores. Targeted at channel 
hungry projects that typically involve pixel mapping, the 
QuadCore reduces the cost per DMX universe in a CueluxPro 
installation.

Stand-Alone Playback 
Simultaneous playback of dynamic DMX shows or static 
lighting scenes. They can be recorded from DMX, Art-Net, 
sACN or CueluxPro.

Show Control
Events can be triggered via weekdays, date, time, sunrise, sunset, 
DMX, Art-Net, sACN, HTML, TCP, UDP and OSC.

Master-Slave
Multiple QuadCores can easily be used together. Only the mas-
ter needs to have its triggers programmed, the slaves will follow.

Ethernet-DMX node
The QuadCore can also function as a 4-universe bi-directional 
Ethernet to DMX node. It supports Art-Net and sACN.

DMX Merging
The QuadCore can merge incoming data from DMX, Art-Net and 
sACN. The merging behaviour can be defined by setting the HTP, 
LTP or Priority options.  

B-Station
The B-Station is a wall mounted panel with 6 push-buttons. It 
can remotely control any function within the CueCore2, QuadCore 
or CueluxPro. The buttons are back-lit and can provide visual 
feedback, for example, to indicate the selected cue or active 
show. Multiple units can be networked together. 

The B-Station fits European and North American gang boxes. 
Easy to wall mount, even when no gang box is available. The 
B-Station contains an inbuilt lighting controller that is sufficient 
for most small architectural projects.

6 Push-Buttons
The buttons are backlit by white LEDs. There is complete freedom 
in choosing which function is assigned to the buttons.

Stand-Alone Controller
Control small architectural installations stand-alone with the 
built-in lighting controller for 32 fixtures, up to 768 cues, 6 
zones, including FX Generator.

Cuety
Cuety is a new generation lighting controller that turns your 
iPad into a powerful lighting console. Easy to use and budget 
friendly, Cuety enables you to take full advantage of the iPad’s 
mobility and multi-touch display. The controller has full support 
for moving heads, LEDs, conventional lighting and other DMX 
controlled devices.

LPU
The Cuety app requires the LPU-1 or LPU- 2 Lighting Processing 
Unit. This device is connected via ethernet and offers an optically 
isolated DMX-512 port.

Architecture
The system architecture of the Cuety and LPU is designed for 
robustness. The LPU contains the engine that runs your show, 
calculates fade times and renders dynamic FXs. The app is your 
user-interface.

Cuelist
Cuety adapts a cuelist based system that is the standard in the 
professional lighting industry. You will be programming your 
lights according to the same workflow that LDs use for stadium 
size events. Cuety just simplifies it.

FX
An built-in FX generator provides you with various intensity 
chases and colourful RGB effects. The FX generator can be 
tweaked by changing its speed, size and phase parameters.

Remote
The Cuety Remote is a simple and intuitive app for your iPhone. 
It allows you to remotely control your LPU. You can use it to call 
up your pre-programmed cues without the risk of inadvertently 
making a change.
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IoCore

The IoCore is an expansion module in the product family of 
solid-state lighting controllers. It offers interfacing to digital and 
analogue inputs and digital outputs and supports various other 
protocols that are common in lighting and show control. The 
compact and versatile IoCore is the ideal expansion for the  
CueCore2 and QuadCore in projects that demand more IO.  
Furthermore, IoCore is equally well suited for standalone IO  
interfacing or working together with any third-party show 
control system. 

Flexible Inputs
The digital inputs allow for an easy connection with switches 
and sensors. When set to analogue, they support 0-10 V and 
1-10 V levels.

Relay-Switch Outputs
Fitted with relays for switching of devices like A/V equipment, 
curtains or blinds. They can be triggered through DMX, RS-232, 
Art-Net, OSC and UDP.

Product overview

DMX splitters

Optically isolated splitters for distributing and boosting  
DMX-512 signals. Available in two versions: DMX Splitter  
(Terminal) and DMX Splitter (RJ-45).

- 6 DMX-512 outputs
- Optical isolation per port
- Terminal connectors
- DIN Rail mounted
- 9-24 V DC

11Lighting Design: NCL
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Example 1

Control using TouchOSC
- Control lighting wirelessly using a TouchOSC* control surface on iOS or Android mobile devices.

liniLED® DMX RGB Drivers

liniLED® Aeris Profi le RGB (IP67) liniLED® Top Deco RGB LED strip

wireless router

*TouchOSC editor for Windows/Mac OS available from www.hexler.net. 
TouchOSC app available from Apple App Store or Google Play.

Example 2

Stand-alone operation using built-in real time clock
- Control lighting on predefi ned days and times.
- Control lighting during sunrise and sunset (with or without off set).

Scheduler for date and time-, weekday and time- and sunrise/sunset triggers.

liniLED® DMX RGB Drivers

liniLED® Aeris Profi le RGB (IP67) liniLED® Top Deco RGB LED strip
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Example 3

Control using external signals -1
- Control lighting by using GPI (General Purpose Input) contact closure.
- BMS controlled lighting using KNX/DALI/network protocol (OSC, UDP format).
- Control lighting using network connected architectural button control panel.

liniLED® DMX RGB Drivers

liniLED® Aeris Profile RGB (IP67) liniLED® Top Deco RGB LED strip

Building Management System

IR sensor, switch etc. connected to 
contact closure (four available).

system
w/network

interface

*KNX/DALI/network interface available from other vendors.

*

Example 4

Control using external signals -2
- Control lighting by using 1-10 V DC and contact closures.
- Control lighting using networked architectural button control panel.
- Override lighting control with local wall panel signal output.

liniLED® Aeris Profile RGB (IP67) 

digital
input

ON/OFF

analog 
input 
1-10 V

Architectural button 
control panel

Scheduler Special events

Network switch
1-10 V CTL 
converted 

to DMX

Relay 
switched 

output

Power supply liniLED® Wall Panel

liniLED® Aeris 
Profile RGB (IP67) liniLED® Top LED strip HP
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